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pizzaparty's Activity:

All

Reviewed Legends of Adventure Board Game ...

Great Game that you will want to play over and over!
September 23, 2014

pizzaparty
Reviewer ranking: #440,421

78% helpful
votes received on reviews
(14 of 18)

Very unique board game that incorporates cards and pictorial dice. For the most part the board is used as a score
keeper/damage meter and actually play is rolling dice and playing cards. At the beginning you are dealt 5 hero cards and get
to pick 3 to be in your hero pool. You start the game with only one of the 3. The "luck" of the draw of what hero cards you get
makes this game and your strategy different every time you play right from the start. Challenging game play...not to hard, not
to easy, just right to keep it fun.
Totally recommend this game!
...Read more

activities
Reviews (26)
Public Wish List (1)
Reviewed The LEGO Movie (DVD + UltraViolet Combo Pack) ...
other
Give Feedback to Amazon
Love the lego movie
July 29, 2014

Love this. The kids like it, and parents as well. It's something we can all watch together without the nasty content, crude and
snotty remarks going on in other movies..good, clean fun!
...Read more

Reviewed LEGO Star Wars BluRay + DVD Combo Pack The Padawan Menace
Includes Exclusive Young Han Solo MiniFigure ...

Fun movies
July 29, 2014

This is so fun to watch for the whole family. Those lego guys are so cute and there is nothing inappropriate or crude going on.
You can count on this for clean fun!
...Read more

Reviewed Crayola Melt 'N Mold Factory, (74-7060) ...
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Doesn't seem to work right
May 20, 2014

I would not recommend buying this because it doesn't seem to work right. Maybe it's just us but the crayons don't seem to
melt thoroughly in the tray then when you tip it to pour into the crayon mold, it doesn't all pour out. It doesn't seem like the
heating unit is hot enough. I would not get this again and I would advise others of our problems. The kids really like it though, I
don't know if it is because of the excitement of Christmas, or they actually like it..
...Read more

Reviewed The Andy Griffith Show: The Complete Series ...

0 of 1 people found this review helpful

well worth the money!!
May 20, 2014

This is one of the best shows around. We got it for our 14 year old daughter's birthday and she is so in love with all the
characters, as are we. In these times, you need something that is wholesome and won't pollute young and "old" minds alike. It
is so relaxing and fun to see what Opie will do next!! It's just a shame there aren't more like this show. Would totally
recommend this to anyone who doesn't have the time for today's attitude toward tv, movies and the like. It shows you what
people should be like and once were.
...Read more

Reviewed LEGO 60024 City Advent Calendar ...

daughter's gift a success!!!!
May 20, 2014

Ordered this for our daughter's 14th b-d and she loved it. She was delighted with all the figures and each day that you open as
the month goes on. She had to empty it out on the spot and do all the characters without waiting for christmas. Very
awesome!
...Read more

Reviewed Make Your Own Chewing Gum Kit (6.5 oz.) ...

2nd time purchasing this
April 28, 2014

Our daughter requested this kit for Christmas and it was the 2nd time. She just loves mixing and creating the gum. Adding the
flavors is fun for her also. She would like this kit again and now our son does too.
...Read more

Reviewed Captain Caveman and the Teen Angels: The Complete Series ...

0 of 1 people found this review helpful

buy for a trip back to your childhood!
January 10, 2014

Totally appropriate for kids and adults who don't want today's pollution with television entertainment. We only get our children
the old cartoons that we used to watch and are acceptable. Caveman is nothing but fun! He pulls things out of his fur!! Buy this
and enjoy the simplicity!
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...Read more

Reviewed 11 Pc Sumi Callighraphy Drawing Set with Case ...

We were delighted
January 10, 2014

Got this for our daughter. She loved the size and the delicate presentation. It will take some time to learn to use it correctly
though. She was going to use the rectangular soapstone on the left, and it broke in two. Was not happy with that. I am not
sure if there could be anything to prevent that though. It's soapstone..other than that, she is happy.
...Read more

Reviewed 100 sheets Japanese Chinese Calligraphy Rice Paper #1932 ...

a good paper for this set.
January 10, 2014

We ordered this for Christmas. It came quickly and in perfect condition. The paper is very light and almost see through. I don't
know much at all about this, but my daughter is very happy with this and she has used it. It produces a water color effect when
used with Chinese painting set. I would advise getting this if this is what you are into.
...Read more

Reviewed 5-Piece Boys Two Button Formal Suit with Shirt and Vest - Black - Size
20 ...

1 of 2 people found this review helpful

nice suit for the price
January 10, 2014

This suit is nice for the price. Washable at home is a plus. Due to the size of the suit we had to order, there was major
hemming to do on the arms of the jacket and legs of pants, but no complaints otherwise. He looked very classy!
...Read more

Reviewed Humphrey's Book of Fun Fun Fun ... by Betty G. Birney

we love this and all the Humphrey series. Totally appropriate for young and old alike. Gives you a
warm fuzzy feeling!
January 10, 2014

We love this and the entire Humphrey series. Totally appropriate for young and old alike! Very good books, we love them.
...Read more

Reviewed Aluminum Clothesline Tightener ...

worked great!
October 31, 2013
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The item is very simply to use and it is working great! We are currently using clothline. I would recommended getting a
stronger line if you have a lot of distance to cover.
...Read more

Reviewed Crayola Marker Maker ...

Fun but pricey
July 29, 2014

Like the mixture aspect of this, but you sure do run out of supplies for it fast. Way faster than the kids are done making
markers. For my kids, it;s the fun of seeing the color go up the filter, then snapping the pieces together. They don't use
markers much..if your kids really want it, and you use markers, then give it a try, but it's expensive. Not something you could
get friends over and play with..
...Read more

Reviewed Make Your Own Chocolate Kit,8oz ...

1 of 1 people found this review helpful

fun kit!
July 29, 2014

My daughter got this for Christmas and she just loves these kits. They are a little pricey, but it's the fun of doing it all yourself.
She will read all the facts about the chocolates in there and learn a lot from this, not just having a treat, but this can be
counted as school..homeschoolers..:)
...Read more

Reviewed Style Me Up Romantic Scarf ...

Nice scarf loom set
July 29, 2014

loved it. the loom was easy to use and the fabric so very colorful. I get many compliments every time I wear it. I even had
people want me to make them one..
...Read more

Reviewed Gardening in Miniature: Create Your Own Tiny Living World ... by Janit
Calvo

2 of 2 people found this review helpful

Very good ideas!
May 20, 2014

This is a great book for young and old alike. The ideas are so original and fun. Our daughter loves to look through this book,
then plan and make her gardens. They are so cute to see come to real life. It is fun finding all the small things you can use for
these and turning other things into "garden" things. A really nice book.
...Read more
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Reviewed Whipple Decorating Crème White ...

very cool stuff
May 20, 2014

My daughter likes this whipple creme because it looks like real frosting, but you can keep it forever. She uses it with the kits
and clay things she has made on her own, so you could use it on whatever you like, but just remember you can't reuse it. That
is the downfall in my opinion.
...Read more

Reviewed Whipple Deluxe Pastry Set ...

0 of 1 people found this review helpful

Daughter loves it
May 20, 2014

Daughter requested this for her 14th birthday. I thought it would be too easy for her because she is way above this craft level.
She just loves it and I think it is because you can keep it forever looking like a fresh treat. This is a really interesting idea, but
in my opinion, the "creme" goes way too fast. She stretched the whole thing out and made it last a half hour, but truthfully, you
could do it in 15 mins or so and then you are all done. It is costly in the way that you can't reuse it also. I am glad my daughter
is happy though.
...Read more

Reviewed Glitzi Globes Starter Pack ...

fun gift
April 28, 2014

Got this as a gift for our niece for Christmas. They had a good time with it. It was a fun toy.
...Read more

Reviewed Air Hogs RC Atmosphere (Exclusive Silver Color) ...

this is a trick
April 28, 2014

This was purchased for our son for Christmas. He used it 3 times and now it won't work. I have no Idea what to do with it now,
it was a lot of money, I should have considered the fine wiring within the product first.
...Read more

Reviewed OWI Mega Mantis Aluminum Skulpture Kit ...

Get this for a quick activity!
January 10, 2014

In my opinion, this was too easy. We got it for our daughter, who is the type who can read origami directions and make
beautiful creations, just that easy. So this was a little too easy for her although she absolutely loves it!! It also was put together
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too quickly for my taste, but again, she loves it. If you know you or your child needs a challenge, go for something more
complicated. I would advise this for a beginner, middle type model maker.
...Read more

Reviewed Marvel 3D Lenticular Puzzle, Large, 150-Piece ...

1 of 1 people found this review helpful

Awesome!
January 10, 2014

We all like this puzzle. Got it for our 11 yr. old and he had a fun time putting it together. We all worked with him for a fun
activity. The graphics on the puzzle are very well done. Interesting to see how it all comes together. I would say it is a nice
puzzle for a quick activity!
...Read more

Reviewed DCI Cupcake Yummy Pillow ...

1 of 1 people found this review helpful

buy this for fun and function!
January 10, 2014

We got this for our 13 yr. old. It came in a vacuum packed bag and we were hesitant that it would not expand to correct size,
but it did and we all love it. It looks real, and she loves sleeping on it. There is cotton in the stuffing and no chemical or other
smell is present. She can't get over how real it looks. I would say get this for fun decoration or function!
...Read more

Reviewed Green Log Pillow Wood Grain and Wood Throw Pillows ...

1 of 1 people found this review helpful

Be careful
January 10, 2014

Ordered this for our 11 yr old. Got it in perfect condition but the fabric it's made from isa so thin. The worst thing is the smell. It
was bought to be used as a pillow, but you cannot put this near your face or nose!! Someone who has allergies would probably
have to return this. It smells very strongly of epoxy! Glue, chemicals, something very artificial. I washed it and put fab. soft in,
and still bad. Waiting for a windy spring day to hopefully air it out. So if you want something decorative, to just throw on your
chair, it looks very nice, realistic..haha..but actual usefulness, I would not advise breathing that smell! WHen I washed it I used
extra light cycle and put it in a mesh bag. Still, when we took it out, some of the styrofoam beads were falling out where the
stitching came apart. Sewed that up by hand and it's ok now, but one washing…!!! I guess it is all in your intentions for this
product.
...Read more

Reviewed Focus on the Family Clubhouse ...

7 of 7 people found this review helpful

Best magazine ever
October 10, 2012

My children 10 and 12 yrs. love this magazine. It is young enough for the age group, but not too young so they lose interest.
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The content is very well put. The problem/solutions are true to life. My little girl said "I love Club magazine, it's the best ever. It
teaches me about God, and explains problems." That encouraged me to find old issues of the mag. for sale. I have renewed
our subscription as well.
...Read more
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